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Introduction. �eismic surface waves are �ecoming a leading method to estimate �-wave 
velocit� (V�) through dispersion curve (DC) extraction and inversion (�occo et al., 2010). 
�occo et al. (2017) showed that a relationship �etween wavelength and depth (W/D) of surface 
waves can �e determined and used to directl� transform the DC into the time-average V� model, 
avoiding the inversion process. �urface waves are usuall� considered unsuita�le for estimating 
P-wave velocit� (VP), or Poisson’s ratio, due to the low sensitivit� of dispersion curve to these’s ratio, due to the low sensitivit� of dispersion curve to theses ratio, due to the low sensitivit� of dispersion curve to these
parameters (Nazarian,1984). �occo and Comina (2017) found that this W/D relationship is
sensitive to Poisson’s ratio. A method was therefore developed to determine also the time-’s ratio. A method was therefore developed to determine also the time-s ratio. A method was therefore developed to determine also the time-
average VP �� using the W/D relationship. �hese methods are ro�ust in terms of accurac�
and efficient in terms of computational cost. �he� can �e applied to a set of dispersion curves
over a seismic line to provide a pseudo 2D time-average V� and VP model along the line.
�he methods require a reference DC and its associated V� profile to get the W/D relationship.
However, using a unique reference curve for the whole line �ecomes pro�lematic when sharp
lateral variations or zones with different velocities are present.

In this work, a hierarchical clustering algorithm is developed to select ensem�les of DCs 
within a uniform zone that can �e interpreted using the same reference DC. �hen, reference 
W/D relationships are estimated in each uniform zone and com�ined with DCs to determine 
time-average V� and VP models over the whole area. In the following, the clustering method is 
first �riefl� explained, then, the application of the method to field data from a test site (CNR in 
�urin) is shown and discussed.

Methodology. A hierarchical clustering method has �een used to group the DCs. In hierarchical 
clustering, there is no need to set a predefined num�er of clusters, this is a great advantage since 
we want a method a�le to identif� uniform zones without knowing a priori the expected lateral 
varia�ilit� of the area. �he result of hierarchical clustering is a dendrogram which shows the 
nested grouping of o�servations and similarit� levels at which grouping change (Maimon and 
Rokach, 2000). Hierarchical methods can �e divided into two su�groups (Maimon and Rokach, 
2000): i) agglomerative - a �ottom up approach in which ever� o�servation is considered a 
cluster and similar clusters are identified and merged together to make �igger clusters� ii) 
divisive - a top down approach in which the o�servations all start in a single cluster and at each 
step the� are removed from the cluster to create a new cluster or join other clusters.

�ests on s�nthetic and real data showed that agglomerative and divisive methods have 
similar performances for our purpose. We selected agglomerative clustering �ecause it makes 
the process tracking easier. A measure of dissimilarit� is needed to merge the clusters. �his is 
usuall� achieved �� appropriate metric and linkage criterion. Euclidean distance is used here to 
determine the metric �etween two dispersion curves: 

(1)

where D is the distance, νi and νj are phase velocit� of the two dispersion curves at different 
frequencies. Linkage criterion determines the distance �etween sets of o�servations or clusters. 
Average linkage, in which the distance �etween clusters is calculated �ased on the average 
distance �etween each component of one cluster to each component of the other cluster, is used 
here to maximize the contri�ution of all DCs in the clusters.

After the DCs are grouped, in each group (cluster) the DC with the highest qualit� and �road 
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frequenc� �and is selected as reference and inverted using a Monte Carlo Inversion (MCI) 
(�occo and Boiero, 2008). In the inversion, la�er thickness, �-wave velocit� and Poisson’s ratio’s ratios ratio 
are randoml� sampled from wide uniform distri�utions. �his allows a V� model to �e estimated 
without �ias on Poisson’s ratio values which is a prerequisite for the adopted methodolog�. �he’s ratio values which is a prerequisite for the adopted methodolog�. �hes ratio values which is a prerequisite for the adopted methodolog�. �he 
reference W/D relationship is then computed and used to determine the time-average V� of all 
profiles in the cluster. B� exploiting the W/D relationship sensitivit� to Poisson’s ratio the time-’s ratio the time-s ratio the time-
average VP of the whole cluster is then determined. 

Results. �he data have �een acquired during a student-team work at a test site located at 
CNR headquarter in �orino. A squared area (5x5m) was excavated and filled with uniform 
non-compacted sand at the site. �he �ottom of the sand volume goes down to 2.5 m depth. 
A seismic line was acquired with 72, 4.5 Hz vertical geophones with 0.3 m spacing and with 
multiple shots �� a hammer source. �he data were recorded using three �eode modules with 
512 ms record duration and 0.125 ms sampling interval. �he data were processed in f-k domain 
using a moving window to estimate 13 DCs along the seismic line (�eodor et al., 2017). Fig. 
1a shows the DCs num�ered according to their position along the line and with different colors 
to highlight curves located inside the sand (green), outside the sand (�lue) or close to the sand 
�oundaries (red). �he clustering method produced the dendrogram reported in Fig. 1�. �he 
horizontal axis of the dendrogram reports the DC num�ers and the vertical axis reports the 
distance �etween linked clusters. �he higher the vertical nodes the further the clusters are from 
each other. 

�he dendrogram shows two major clusters corresponding to the curves that are inside and 
outside the sand �od�. For the two curves close to the �oundaries it shows that curve 10 could 
�e considered as a single cluster (outlier). Curve 4 is connected to its cluster with a ver� high 
distance. Curves 4 and 10 are then considered outliers that should �e processed individuall� 
and the� were not included in the velocit� model estimation. A DC from each cluster was used 
to estimate the V� model through MCI and to o�tain the reference W/D. �he application of the 
W/D to the other DCs of the cluster provided the time-average V� models reported in Fig. 2a. 
�he Poisson’s ratio estimate from the W/D relationship of each cluster was then applied to the’s ratio estimate from the W/D relationship of each cluster was then applied to thes ratio estimate from the W/D relationship of each cluster was then applied to the 
V� model to transform it into a time-average VP model shown in Fig. 2�. 

Estimated time-average V� and VP clearl� show a low velocit� zone in the middle of the 
profile related to the presence of the sand �od�. �his low velocit� zone is partiall� laterall� 
continued outside of the sand �od� in the left part of the sand �od�. �his is due to the limited 

Fig. 1 - a) the dispersion curves along the seismic line from CNR dataset �) the dendrogram showing the cluster 
s�stem of the CNR’s dispersion curves.
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num�er of DCs and large distance �etween DCs near the sand �od� �order that create low lateral 
resolution and consequent artifact due to interpolation. �his could �e resolved �� retrieving 
more DCs during processing stage. �he comparison of the velocities with those o�tained �� 
traditional DC inversion and P-wave tomograph� show variations mostl� under 10%.

Conclusion. We have shown that time-average V� and VP can �e estimated, even in 
presence of sharp lateral variations, �� directl� transforming DCs using �occo et al. (2017) and 
�occo and Comina (2017). �he results of the time-average V� and VP in Fig. 2 shows that the 
methods can outline, with great level of confidence, the near surface complexit� and the� could 
�e a powerful alternative in near surface characterizations.

�he developed hierarchical clustering method grouped the DCs into two main groups outside 
and inside the sand �od�. Even though the DCs from CNR are not particularl� challenging 
in terms of clustering, since two clear groups emerges �� e�e, still the developed clustering 
algorithm resulted to give ver� good information with respect to outliers. �his could �e 
potentiall� more useful over wider datasets and more complicated su�surface areas. 
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Fig. 2 - a) �he estimated time-average V� model from the CNR data. �) �he estimated time-average VP model from 
the CNR data� cross section of the sand �od� is displa�ed �� the �lack line and locations of the different DCs are 
shown �� crosses whose color indicates the cluster.
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